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In the early 3rd century BC,1 during the reign of Ptolemy II Philadelphus, the Egyptian priest Manetho2
of Sebennytus (FGrHist 609) wrote a history of his native land in the Greek language. The work is
clearly indebted both to Egyptian and Greek texts. Its importance cannot be over stressed: two cultures,
and the narrative systems they employed, were brought together in the composition of his Aegyptiaca,
or Egyptian Matters. Issues such as the impact of Greek historical writing on Egyptian conceptions of
the past, the intended audience of such a work, and the role of the native elite in the Macedonian and
Greek governance of Egypt are all opened up through Manetho's work. But all these subjects hinge on a
prior question: what exactly was the nature of the Aegyptiaca? More precisely, how was its material
presented, and in particular, what types of narrative did it contain? Oddly, an examination of Manetho's
narrative structures has never really been attempted (cf. Burstein's observation [1996] 600).
Manetho's history of Egypt is an amalgam of two distinct Egyptian forms of relating the past: (i) a
king-list that provides a chronology which goes back to the earliest dynasties, indeed, to a period when
the gods were thought to have ruled Egypt, and (ii) narratives of varying types, ranging from prophecies
and wisdom literature to royal and non-royal autobiography. 3 But while Manetho's history was built out
of materials whose genres had existed for many centuries before the advent of Greco-Macedonian rule,
it was only with the coming of Greek speakers in considerable numbers that a lengthy narrative history
of Egypt was composed by an Egyptian.4 The most important, if not sole reason for this was the influence of two histories of Egypt composed by Greeks that he must have known well: Herodotus' treatment
of Egypt, chiefly, but not confined to, Book 2 of his Histories,5 and Hecataeus of Abdera's own Aegyptiaca.
A significant problem, however, needs to be mentioned at the outset that complicates any appreciation of Manetho's work. The Aegyptiaca does not survive intact, indeed far from it. The King List component of his text was transmitted by later writers, mainly Christians, who wanted a chronological
framework for dating events from the Bible on an independent basis (e.g. Gelzer [1885] 51-63; Adler
[1989] 76-80). This King List portion is not devoid of connected passages, but for the most part it only
serves as a guide to where the major narrative panels would have been found in Manetho's original
work. For narratives of any length, we must turn to the Jewish priest-historian of the early Roman empire, Josephus (AD 1st).
* This paper grew out of presentations delivered in the Spring of 1997 at Oxford, and in the Spring of 1998 at the University of Chicago: I thank my hosts at both places, esp. R. Lane Fox and F. Millar of Oxford University, and C. Faraone of
the University of Chicago. On this second occasion I was a participant at a conference on Narrative Traditions in Greco-Roman Egypt; at certain points in this paper I acknowledge the contributions of other participants. I take the opportunity here to
thank S. Burstein who read a late draft. The standard warning applies.
1 All subsequent dates, unless otherwise indicated, are BC.
2 On the problems associated with the name of Manetho, consult Thissen (1980) and (1987). For general treatments, see
Otto (1908) II 215-6, Griffiths (1970) 79-80, and Sterling (1992) 117-136.
3 Fraser (1972) I 509 and Redford (1986) 206-29; cf. Helck (1956) 1-4.
4 I do not mean to downplay the possibility of early Greek and Egyptian cultural exchange, including narrative traditions: cf. Koenen (1994b), esp. 14-26, and Rutherford (1997) 206. Of course Naucratis was founded in the seventh century.
Furthermore, Greek mercenaries had served in Egypt at least since the early sixth century (Meiggs & Lewis no.7), but in all
likelihood before as well (cf. Ody.14.246ff.); Hellenomemphites, descendants of these men, were a continuous presence from
the sixth century onward, Thompson (1988) 95-97.
5 The history of Egypt is also dealt with elsewhere in Herodotus, esp. the reign of Cambyses, Book 3. Manetho would
have been interested in this material as well, e.g. stories such as Cambyses' treatment of the Apis bull, Hdt. 3.27-29.
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In his Against Apion Josephus set himself the task of proving the great antiquity of his people. In
order to make his case he relied heavily on historians who were both non-Jewish and non-Greek: the
former category because of the presumption of impartiality, the latter because the Greeks were thought
to be a young people who were hopelessly ill-prepared to provide reliable information about the remote
past (CAp I.5ff.). In comparison with the other historians he discusses, Manetho takes up by far the most
amount of text. By his own admission Josephus uses Manetho's text in different ways: he quotes him directly, summarizes, paraphrases and recapitulates, and at other points does not really make clear how he
is deploying Manetho's work. To make matters more complicated Josephus also refers to other versions
of Manetho's work that contradict or provide different information from the text he is following. Finally,
it has been argued on the basis of factual error and repetition in Josephus' treatment that he was making
use of some sort of text that was derived from Manetho but that contained elements that were not genuine. The upshot is that it is sometimes extremely difficult to know on the basis of a passage in Josephus
what Manetho's original narrative would have looked like. Any discussion of Manetho's narrative has
also to take account of Josephus' own methods and authorial agenda.6
While it must be granted that the problematic nature of the preservation of Manetho's text precludes
a definitive evaluation of his narrative techniques, we can not only reconstruct a relatively clear picture
of the Aegyptiaca, we can even use Josephus' own difficulties and misreadings as guides, indicating
perhaps features of Manetho's narrative which either Josephus or some intermediary figure found objectionable. Another reason for viewing Josephus as a help towards understanding Manetho as well as a
hindrance is that he offers us a clue as to the audience. This issue of the audience of the Aegyptiaca is a
large and difficult one, but it is worth pointing out here that the reception of his text tells us who was
reading it in antiquity: they were, chiefly, other hellenophone non-Greeks such as Manetho himself.
Most often, it seems, they were other Egyptian priests, as well as Jewish writers who were eager to
counter what they perceived to be anti-Jewish statements in his text (cf. Bickerman [1975/1980] 348).
I. The Narratives
Two large-scale narratives from the Aegyptiaca are preserved by Josephus; they cluster around Manetho's 14th, 18th and 19th Dynasties, that is the so-called Hyksos era (Second Intermediate Period) and
the earliest rulers of the New Kingdom. That these periods should be the ones that Josephus has quoted
and paraphrased is no accident, for they concern events that were connected to the Biblical captivity in
Egypt and the Exodus.7 It is best to start with brief summaries of each narrative, and then move onto a
consideration of them in both their Greek and Egyptian contexts.
The Hyksos Part 1: Sethos & Harmais (Jos. CAp I.73-105)
Following a brief observation on Manetho's background and sources (see below), Josephus quotes a
section from the second book of the Aegyptiaca in extenso, observing "I will present his own words (tØn
l°jin aÈtoË), just as if I was producing that man himself as a witness," a witness, that is, in a court of
law, the reference being to the "case" he is making for the antiquity of the Jews (75-78):
Tout¤maio! {ˆnoma}:8 §p‹ toÊtou oÈk o‰d' ˜pv! yeÚ! ént°pneu!en, ka‹ paradÒjv! §k t«n
prÚ! énatolØn mer«n ênyrvpoi tÚ g°no! ê!hmoi katayar!Æ!ante! §p‹ tØn x≈ran §!trãteu!an ka‹ =ad¤v! émaxht‹ taÊthn katå krãto! eÂlon, (76) ka‹ toÁ! ≤gemoneÊ!anta! §n
aÈtª xeirv!ãmenoi tÚ loipÚn tã! te pÒlei! »m«! §n°prh!an ka‹ tå t«n ye«n ﬂerå
kat°!kacan, pç!i d¢ to›! §pixvr¤oi! §xyrÒtatã pv! §xrÆ!anto toÁ! m¢n !fãzonte!, t«n
d¢ ka‹ tå t°kna ka‹ guna›ka! eﬁ! doule¤an êgonte!. (77) p°ra! d¢ ka‹ ba!il°a ßna §j
6 For a recent treatment of these last issues consult e.g. Schäfer (1997). See also Momigliano (1931) and Aziza (1987),

esp.53-55.
7 The association of the Hyksos period with the Captivity and Exodus is probably datable to the Persian occupation of
Egypt, a time when hostility towards the Jews was esp. felt: Yoyotte (1963); cf. Mendels (1990) and Assmann (1997).
8 Accepting Gutschmid's resolution of toutimaio!onoma.
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aÈt«n §po¤h!an, ⁄ ˆnoma ∑n %ãliti!: ka‹ oto! §n tª M°mfidi kateg¤neto tÆn te ênv ka‹
kãtv x≈ran da!molog«n ka‹ frourån §n to›! §pithdeiotãtoi! katalip∆n tÒpoi!: mãli!ta d¢ ka‹ tå prÚ! énatolØn ±!fal¤!ato m°rh proor≈meno! ÉA!!ur¤vn tÒte me›zon ﬁ!xuÒntvn §!om°nhn §piyum¤an t∞! aÈt∞! ba!ile¤a! §fÒdou. (78) eÍr∆n d¢ §n nom“ t“ %eyro¤t˙ pÒlin §pikairotãthn keim°nhn m¢n prÚ! énatolØn toË Bouba!t¤tou potamoË,
kaloum°nhn d' épÒ tino! érxa¤a! yeolog¤a! AÎarin, taÊthn ¶kti!°n te ka‹ to›! te¤xe!in
Ùxurvtãthn §po¤h!en §noik¤!a! aÈtª ka‹ pl∞yo! ıplit«n eﬁ! e‡ko!i ka‹ t°!!ara! muriãda! éndr«n profulakÆn (FGrHist 609 F 8, Waddell F 42).
There follows a list of five more Hyksos kings, who, we are told, were ever more desirous of "eradicating Egypt" (t∞! AﬁgÊptou §jçrai tØn =¤zan, 81), then a technical section devoted to an Egyptian etymology for the name "Hyksos". It is at this point that Josephus alludes to yet another version (êllƒ
éntigrãfƒ, 83) of Manetho's history, one in which the term "Hyksos" receives a different explanation.
They are either "King-shepherds" or, in the alternative reading, "Captive Shepherds". In the remainder
of the fragment it is clear that Josephus is paraphrasing. The Shepherd kings ruled for 511 years until a
native king from the Thebaid, Misphragmouthosis, led a revolt, defeated the Hyksos and trapped them
in a place (tÒpo!) called Avaris (86). The Shepherds fortify Avaris and are besieged by Thummosis, son
of Misphragmouthosis. He fails and strikes a treaty with the Shepherds, who leave Egypt and go to
Syria; fearing the Assyrians, they build a city in Judaea called Jerusalem. Josephus again refers to the
alternative etymology of Hyksos (Captive Shepherds), noting that Manetho claimed that this explanation was found in Egyptian "sacred books" (§n ta›! ﬂera›! aÈt«n b¤bloi!, 91). This is the etymology
Josephus approves of because of the connection he sees between "Captive Shepherd" and the nomadism
of his ancestors together with the Biblical story of Joseph and the subsequent Egyptian captivity of the
Hebrews.
Having digressed for a second time on the meaning of Hyksos, Josephus then returns to Manetho:
"again, then, I will outline (Ípogrãcv)9 how the affairs of Manetho correspond to the organization of
our chronology. He speaks as follows fh!‹ d¢ oÏtv!…" (93). The following text may be taken as a
close paraphrase. Picking up the story of the expulsion of the Hyksos under the pharaoh Tethmosis,
Josephus provides a kinglist of 17 monarchs (16 kings, 1 queen), totaling precisely 333 years,10 down to
"Sethos also called Ramesses",11 and his brother Harmais.
The story of Sethos and Harmais is important in two ways: first, it is really the chronology of the
story that interests Josephus because it concludes with a reference to the Greek names of Sethos and
Harmais, namely Aegyptus and Danaus, thus allowing him to compare the relative ages of the Greek
and Jewish people. Danaus is an important Stammvater in Greek myth. Otherwise, this section of narrative does not at all bear on events related to the Jews or people easily assimilated to them such as the
Hyksos. Secondly, inasmuch as the passage has a good chance of being relatively free from later ethnic
polemic, it is interesting to note that it has often been seen as the text that best represents Manetho's
probable merging of King List with narrative (Fraser [1972] II 734-5 n.124); further, as I will demonstrate below, the Greek of this portion is the best of the sections of Manetho that survive. The story is a
familiar one, however, from any royal annals (98-101):
toË d¢ ("his", sc. Amenophis' son) %°yv!, ﬂppikØn ka‹ nautikØn ¶xvn dÊnamin tÚn m¢n
..
édelfÚn ÜArmai n §p¤tropon t∞! AﬁgÊptou kat°!th!en ka‹ pç!an m¢n aÈt“ tØn êllhn ba!ilikØn peri°yhken §jou!¤an, mÒnon d¢ §nte¤lato diãdhma mØ fore›n mhd¢ tØn ba!il¤da
mht°ra te t«n t°knvn édike›n, ép°xe!yai d¢ ka‹ t«n êllvn ba!ilik«n pallak¤dvn. (99)
aÈtÚ! d¢ §p‹ KÊpron ka‹ Foin¤khn ka‹ pãlin ÉA!!ur¤ou! te ka‹ MÆdou! !trateÊ!a!
9 Ípogrãcv indicates an “outline" or "summary"; cf. Gutschmid (1983) 442.
10 Even though the regnal years are often given in years and months, they all add up to 333 years exactly.
11 Jacoby ad loc. considers the addition of "Ramesses" to be the work of a later copyist of the text.
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ëpanta! toÁ! m¢n dÒrati, toÁ! d¢ émaxht‹ fÒbƒ t∞! poll∞! dunãmev! Ípoxeir¤ou! ¶labe, ka‹ m°ga fronÆ!a! §p‹ ta›! eÈprag¤ai! ¶ti ka‹ yar!ale≈teron §peporeÊeto, tå! prÚ!
énatolå! pÒlei! te ka‹ x≈ra! kata!trefÒmeno!. (100) xrÒnou d¢ ﬂkanoË gegonÒto!
..
ÜArmai ! ı kataleifye‹! §n AﬁgÊptƒ pãnta têmpalin oÂ! <ı> édelfÚ! parπnei mØ poie›n
éde«! ¶pratten: ka‹ går tØn ba!il¤da bia¤v! ¶!xen ka‹ ta›! êllai! pallak¤!in éfeid«!
diet°lei xr≈meno! peiyÒmenÒ! te ÍpÚ t«n f¤lvn diãdhma §fÒrei ka‹ ént∞re t“ édelf“.
(101) ı d¢ tetagm°no! §p‹ t«n ﬂer°vn t∞! AﬁgÊptou grãca! bibl¤on ¶pemce t“ %ey≈!ei
..
dhl«n aÈt“ pãnta ka‹ ˜ti ént∞re ı édelfÚ! aÈt“ ÜArmai !. paraxr∞ma oÔn Íp°!trecen
eﬁ! PhloÊ!ion ka‹ §krãth!en t∞! ﬁd¤a! ba!ile¤a! (FGrHist 609 F 9, Waddell F 50).
Thus Sethos returned by way of Pelusium and recovered control of Egypt. In other versions of this
story—the bare narratives provided by the King Lists transmitted separately from Josephus—we learn
that Harmais was exiled from Egypt.
Hyksos Part 2 (Jos. CAp I.227-287)
This is perhaps the most celebrated and controversial fragment of Manetho. Returning to Manetho
after a break of more than a hundred chapters, Josephus uses him for a completely opposite purpose:
whereas before Manetho was credited as corroborating Jewish claims to extreme antiquity, he now
comes under attack for gross misrepresentation. There is, accordingly, a reassessment of Manetho's
sources. Whereas earlier Josephus had noted that Manetho relied for his information on sacred chronicles (73 d°ltvn ﬂer«n; 228 énagrafa›!), for what follows, he claims that Manetho inserted untrustworthy accounts (lÒgou! épiyãnou!) as he wished to record the legends and rumor about the Jews (tå
muyeuÒmena ka‹ legÒmena per‹ t«n ÉIouda¤vn, 229).12 According to Josephus, then, the following account is different from those based on priestly sources: unlike the earlier narratives, what he is about to
relay from Manetho has an oral component and is implied to be popularly known and transmitted, distinct from the restricted scribal and priestly material.
Josephus begins his discussion of the text by noting that the king during whose reign the events
transpired is false, or more specifically, his is a "false name" in a list of rulers: Amenophis is a king with
no regnal years (230). To this king Manetho has attached legends (muyolog¤a!) concerning, among
other things, the Shepherds (CAp. I. 232-236), whose expulsion Manetho already discussed as happening some 518 years before.
e‰ta tÚn ÉAm°nvfin eﬁ!poiÆ!a! §mbÒlimon "interpolated" ba!il°a, fh!‹n toËton §piyum∞!ai ye«n gen°!yai yeatÆn, À!per ÖVr, eÂ! t«n prÚ aÈtoË beba!ileukÒtvn, énenegke›n
d¢ tØn §piyum¤an ımvnÊmƒ m¢n aÈt“ ÉAmen≈fei, patrÚ! d¢ P<a>ãpio! ˆnti, ye¤a! d¢ dokoËnti mete!xhk°nai fÊ!ev! katã te !of¤an ka‹ prÒgnv!in t«n §!om°nvn. (233) eﬁpe›n
oÔn aÈt“ toËton tÚn Ùm≈numon, ˜ti dunÆ!etai yeoÁ! ﬁde›n, eﬁ kayarån épÒ te lepr«n
ka‹ t«n êllvn miar«n ényr≈pvn tØn x≈ran ëpa!an poiÆ!eien. (234) ≤!y°nta d¢ tÚn ba!il°a pãnta! toÁ! tå !≈mata lelvbhm°nou! §k t∞! AﬁgÊptou !unagage›n: gen°!yai d¢
toË plÆyou! muriãda! Ùkt≈. (235) ka‹ toÊtou! eﬁ! tå! liyotom¤a! tå! §n t“ prÚ! énatolØn m°rei toË Ne¤lou §mbale›n aÈtÒn, ˜pv! §rgãzointo ka‹ t«n êllvn Aﬁgupt¤vn e‰en
kexvri!m°noi: e‰nai d° tina! §n aÈto›! ka‹ t«n log¤vn ﬂer°vn fh!‹ l°pr& !une!xhm°nou!. (236) tÚn d' ÉAm°nvfin §ke›non, tÚn !ofÚn ka‹ mantikÚn êndra, Ípode›!ai prÚ!
aÍtÒn te ka‹ tÚn ba!il°a xÒlon t«n ye«n, eﬁ bia!y°nte! ÙfyÆ!ontai: ka‹ pro!y°menon
eﬁpe›n, ˜ti !ummaxÆ!ou!¤ tine! to›! miaro›! ka‹ t∞! AﬁgÊptou kratÆ!ou!in §p' ¶th dekatr¤a, mØ tolm∞!ai m¢n aÈtÚn eﬁpe›n taËta t“ ba!ile›, grafØn d¢ katalipÒnta per‹ pãntvn •autÚn énele›n, §n éyum¤& d¢ e‰nai tÚn ba!il°a (FGrHist 609 F 10, Waddell F 54).

12 Gruen (1998) 57-58; he discusses briefly the question of the authenticity of the Leper fragment, noting the doubters at
58 n.57.
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Up to this point Josephus seems to have paraphrased, and his editorial hand is particularly to be felt at
the beginning where he comments on the fictitious nature of Amenophis the King. He now changes his
tack and quotes directly, as we can tell from the phrase "and he [Manetho] has written verbatim as follows" (… katå l°jin oÏtv! g°grafen, 237).
The passage is too long to quote in full, so I offer a close summary. After suffering for a considerable period of time, the polluted living in the quarries beg Amenophis to grant them the city of Avaris, a
place identified with Typhon "according to sacred lore" (katå tØn yeolog¤an, 237). There the polluted
live under the authority of one of the leprous priests, Osarseph (238),13 who establishes a code of law
that they should live in direct contravention of traditional Egyptian law and communicate with no one
other than themselves. Osarseph then oversees the re-fortification of Avaris in preparation for war
against Amenophis. An embassy is also sent to the Shepherds in Jerusalem, who gladly return to Avaris.
Amenophis, devastated by the news and mindful of Amenophis the Seer's prophecy (t∞! parå ÉAmen≈fev! toË Paãpio! mnh!ye‹! prodhl≈!ev!, 243), summons a council. He arranges for the protection of
Egypt's sacred animals and images, sends his son away, and marches out to meet the enemy. Amenophis
then reverses himself, electing not to join battle with the invaders, but to take the Apis bull and other sacred animals with him and flee to Ethiopia. There the Ethiopian king welcomes him and quarters his
army; he also sees to the defense of his frontier. Amenophis resides in Ethiopia for the requisite 13
years, during which time Egypt experiences a period of great suffering, indeed so bad that the first domination of the Shepherds is made to seem "golden" (krãth!in xru!Òn, 248): not only are the sacred
animals killed, the temples are used as kitchens, and the priests are compelled to butcher the beasts; later
they are themselves thrown out of the sanctuaries naked. Osarseph is again identified as the lawgiver of
the lepers, his name is glossed, and then we are told he changed it to Moses.
II. Manetho's Narratives and Greek Historiography
For the elite priesthood of Egypt learning Greek meant learning not just the language of the GrecoMacedonians, it meant learning, if at times only superficially, Greek literature and culture.14 It seems a
reasonable assumption that in adopting the language of the new masters of Egypt, Manetho also became
acquainted with the historical writing of the Greeks. In the case of Herodotus we are certain that Manetho read him, and what is more, read him very closely, for he corrected his work in the Aegyptiaca
(cf. Burstein [1996] 600). I will return to his engagement with Herodotus' work immediately below.
The first narrative admirably illustrates Manetho's relation to Greek historical writing, both his debt
to it, as well as his independence. In chapter 73 of the first book of Against Apion (FGrHist 609 T 7, F
42 Waddell) we learn that Manetho, while an Egyptian by race, was a man "possessed of Greek culture"
(t∞! ÑEllhnik∞! mete!xhk∆! paide¤a!, cf. Gutschmid [1893] 419). For Josephus, this dual character is
clear from the fact the he wrote in the Greek language a history of his own land from sacred records, as
Manetho said himself, "translating" (metafrã!a!), and on several points indicating Herodotus as a falsifier of fact, but out of ignorance (Íp' égno¤a!), not (by implication) out of malice (T 7; cf. Armayor
[1985] 8). The accumulation here of personal detail about Manetho as well as polemic against Herodotus is highly significant. Behind these few remarks probably lies a traditional proem or a programmatic
statement of some kind by Manetho himself.15 He perhaps named himself at the start of his history, and
gave his background, and hence established his authority for what followed: "Manetho, an Egyptian by
birth, but of Greek learning, wrote the following account of Egypt." What is more, he identified his
sources and hence, indirectly, asserted his privileged knowledge: "I have written, having translated from

13 For a recent treatment of the name Osarseph, see Redford (1993).
14 Powerfully demonstrated by Thompson (1994), esp. 75ff.; see also Morgan (1997).
15 Note Jacoby's presentation of the fragment, FGrHist 609 F 1.
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sacred records."16 Finally, he employed polemic to help him articulate the unique value of his history of
Egypt, using Herodotus as his target; this response to Herodotus may have been part of the proem, or it
may have occurred throughout the Aegyptiaca, wherever Manetho thought Herodotus was in need of
correction.
In other words, Manetho may well have begun his history in an emphatically Greek way. Indeed,
note that he probably claimed participation in Greek culture, not merely knowledge of the Greek language (cf. Thompson [1994]). From its very beginnings (Hecataeus of Miletus FGrHist 1 F 1) Greek
historical writing offers us numerous examples of historians who begin their accounts with their name,
ethnic, and polemic against other writers as part of a defense of their own methodology and subject
matter. These constituents of the proem were well known: for instance, Dionysius of Halicarnassus
knew that historians made it a practice to talk about themselves in their introductions (cf. Koenen
[1993a]) and to attack other historians (FGrHist 72 F 1, 115 F 24 [Dion. Hal. AR I.1.1], on Anaximenes
and Theopompus). For Manetho to have written in a similar way (if in fact he did so) would have signaled that his work was oriented along Greek historiographic lines.
On close inspection, however, there are distinctly unhellenic elements in this most Hellenic passage.
Greek historiography put a great premium on the historian as judge: indeed, he was a "histor".17 Herodotus declares his independence from received lore (albeit allegedly barbarian) at the beginning of his
history, and instead stresses his own role in preserving from oblivion the epic glory that the events of
the Persian wars so richly deserve, both Greek and barbarian. There is no real mention in his introduction of his sources; rather, his account will take as its starting point the man he himself knows (Hdt. 1.5
o‰da aÈtÒ!) to have been the initiator of hostilities between East and West. This is intriguing, given that
his own chronological determination of the epoch of this man (Croesus, king of Lydia) involves a King
List, much as Manetho employed. For Herodotus, however, his use of a list in this context was revolutionary by Greek standards (Burkert [1995]). Similarly, in his introduction, Thucydides makes a great
deal out of the fact that he kept his own record of the Peloponnesian war from its outset (Thuc. 1.1), and
a few chapters later points to the shortcomings of second-hand accounts and stresses the value of personal knowledge (§22).
Manetho, according to Josephus, wrote a native history (pãtrion ﬂ!tor¤an) from sacred records (§k
d°ltvn ﬂer«n, see n. 15). The word used here for "records" is in fact "tablets", no doubts books from
temple libraries. The Greek historian is notoriously weak when it comes to documents (Marincola
[1997] 103-5). For Manetho on the other hand, the records of his country are at the heart of his enterprise. What is more, they are probably texts in Egyptian oral and written tradition that are being alluded
to here, a point of major importance when we turn to Manetho's history in its Egyptian setting. In other
words, Manetho may well have stressed his dependence on Egypt's written past in his proem, whereas
the Greek historian in the same place drew notice to the independence or even uniqueness of his view of
history (cf. Bickerman [1988] 223). The kind of historian Manetho became is precisely the type that
would have drawn the ire of Polybius: historians who spend their days in libraries and who put a high
value on knowledge gained from hypomnemata, but who do not rely on their own practical experience
and are not (seemingly) independent thinkers (Plb. 12.25e.4).
As the narrative continues we clearly move from introductory material to the history proper: indeed
Josephus tells us that the story of the events during Toutimaios' reign are from the second book of the
Aegyptiaca, and hence is not to be connected to the background information about Manetho that he has
just related. "Toutimaios: in his reign, for reasons I know not, god blasted Egypt…" (above, p. 94). This
statement, from a Greek perspective, is surprising. To admit ignorance is not at all unusual; to admit ignorance without also providing even a provisional explanation of some kind, based on one's own rea16 The entire sentence in Josephus appears as follows: Maney∆! dÉ ∑n tÚ g°no! AﬁgÊptio! énØr t∞! ÑEllhnik∞!
mete!xhk∆! paide¤a!, …! dhlÒ! §!tin. g°grafen går ÑEllãdi fvnª tØn pãtrion ﬂ!tor¤an §k d°ltvn ﬂer«n, À! fh!in
aÈtÒ!, metafrã!a!.
17 See Dewald (1987) and Connor (1993).
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soning, is highly unusual. Indeed, much is left unclear.18 The invaders, characterized as being of "obscure" origin, attack from an ill-defined eastern region. Who precisely are they?19 More importantly,
they conquer Egypt "easily" and "without a fight"; surely this remarkable feat deserves an explanation,
but none is forthcoming. If this portion of the text is truly by Manetho, and there is no compelling reason not to think so (in fact, this section may be direct quotation), one must conclude that the absence of
any explanation of points such as these suggests that the text is concerned with reporting matters that
were not what a Greek reader would expect. By way of contrast, Thucydides advanced in his so-called
Archaeology very specific reasons why the early Greek naval supremacies were successful, including an
analysis of the Trojan War (Thuc. 1.4-14). Herodotus, for his part, also took up remote history on several occasions. An instance in some ways parallel to Manetho's account of the coming of the Hyksos
might be Herodotus' statements regarding the Cimmerians. An equally mysterious people, Herodotus
reports in different places throughout his history where they lived and why they invaded Asia Minor
(see esp. Hdt. 1.103, 4.11-13). It is not simply the case that Greek historians were more at ease treating
remote events; in fact, a writer closer in time to Manetho, Ephorus, echoed his predecessors in noting
the problems of studying periods of the remote past (FGrHist 70 F 9).
For an extensive narrative that can be read as being Greek in orientation one need look no further
than the Sethos and Harmais episode. The story unfolds through artfully crafted parallel sentences that
rely heavily on the coordinating particles m°n and d°, one set embedded in another:
..
toË d¢ %°yv!, ﬂppikØn ka‹ nautikØn ¶xvn dÊnamin, tÚn m¢n édelfÚn ÜArmai n §p¤tropon
t∞! AﬁgÊptou kat°!th!en ka‹ pç!an m¢n aÈt“ tØn êllhn ba!ilikØn peri°yhken
§jou!¤an, mÒnon d¢ §nte¤lato diãdhma mØ fore›n mhd¢ tØn ba!il¤da mht°ra te t«n
t°knvn édike›n, ép°xe!yai d¢ ka‹ t«n êllvn ba!ilik«n pallak¤dvn. aÈtÚ! d¢ §p‹
KÊpron ka‹ Foin¤khn ka‹ pãlin ÉA!!ur¤ou! te ka‹ MÆdou! !trateÊ!a!…
The first, or outer, m°n/d° pair (single underlining) details Sethos' actions in order: he appoints his
brother, and then departs on campaign. Within this pair of actions the instructions to Harmais are carefully itemized (double underlining): first (m°n) the positive instructions (all the royal prerogatives), then
(two uses of d°, one of mhd°) the negative (what Harmais cannot do). The construction of m°n/d° compound sentences is a hallmark of Greek, and the manipulation of two such structures which we see here,
with the interior group articulated into three limbs, suggests a significant degree of sophistication. 20
At the lexical level, too, the Greek language has been carefully managed. The loyal priest who informs Sethos of Harmais' treachery is styled in an elaborate nominalized participial phrase: "the one appointed over the priests of Egypt" (ı d¢ tetagm°no! §p‹ t«n ﬂer°vn t∞! AﬁgÊptou). ı tetagm°no! §p¤
tino! is a standard phrase for Ptolemaic officials, as, for example, in the Revenue Laws of Ptolemy
Philadelphus of 136 and the famous Canopus Decree of 238.21 If we look at the Canopus Decree, where
18 Cf. Gutschmid (1893) 422 who viewed the passage as so problematic that he chose to emend it.
19 ê!hmoi. Redford (1986) 242 argues that his term may be an attempt to translate Egyptian hsi ("weak") and ultimately

even "vulgar", and hence close to the Greek "undistinguished". He also asserts (p. 241) that the phrase "god blasted" is derived from the Egyptian "to storm". Note, too, the language of the Alexander Romance which in a couple of places speaks of
a "cloud" (n°fo!) of invaders into Egypt (I.1,3, 2.2 Kroll; rec. g 2 v. Lauenstein); indeed, at I.1.3 the cloud of enemies falls
"suddenly" (aﬁfnid¤v!) on Egypt, and at I.2.2 we are told that they are from the East (¶ynh §p‹ t∞! énatol∞!), much as in
the first Shepherd fragment (FGrHist 609 F 8, Waddell F 42 paradÒjv! §k t«n prÚ! énatolØn mer«n). The images of
"storm" and "cloud" are no doubt to be connected to the god of chaos and storm, Seth/Typhon. Note, too, that the marshes of
the eastern Delta near Pelusium were called aﬂ Tuf«no! §kpnoa¤ or "the blasts of Typhon", Plutarch Antony 3.6; cf. eundem,
de Is. et Os. 373D. In the Greek novels the home of the boukoloi/poimenes (Shepherds) is the marshes of the Delta: Heliodorus Aeth. 1.5.2, Xenophon Eph. 3.12.2, Ach. Tat. Leuc. and Cli. 3.9.2. Cf. Rutherford (1997) 207. In Heliodorus, Typhon is (not surprisingly) prominently discussed in connection with the Isis and Osiris myth, 9.9.4-5.
20 Norden (1918) 485 deploys the usage m°n/d° of as an index of the "Greekness" of Luke's prose. Cf. Kühner-Gerth
(1904) 268-71.
21 See P. Rev.Laws ed. Bingen (1952, Sel.Pap. 203, col.51.9): oﬂ §p‹ t«n ﬂer°vn tetagm°noi. In the first edition Grenfell (1896) 148 ad loc. cites the Canopus Decree (Bernand [1970];OGIS 56) line 73: ı d¢ §n •kã!tvi t«n ﬂer«n kaye!thk∆!
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we have both the Hieroglyphic and Demotic companion phrases for the Greek expression "the one in
each temple appointed overseer and high priest," we do not have the participial phrase but nominal ones:
"the councilors in the temples, and the governors of the temples (Hieroglyphic) and "Councilor-priests
of each temple, and the governors of each temple" (Demotic). 22 There is, as the Greek text of the Canopus Decree shows, a perfectly good word for overseer or high priest, which is used together with the
participle. But Manetho, like the papyrus of the Revenue Laws and in accordance with Ptolemaic documentary usage,23 here prefers the participle without noun, though he does call Harmais at the start of the
passage §p¤tropo!. It seems highly probable that Manetho, as an important priest himself, will have encountered the developing bureaucratic Greek on a regular basis, so that his own control over the language will have been shaped by this exposure.
At the thematic level, most importantly, we also see significant elements that could be considered
borrowings from Greek historical writing. However, caution must be observed when so common a folkmotif (fraternal strife, treachery) is at the center of the story (see Thompson [1957] no. K2211). With
this caveat in mind it is worth noting how the coup of Harmais unfolds. (i) Sethos conceives grand plans
(m°ga fronÆ!a!) on the basis of his earlier successes and proceeds yet more boldly against unnamed
eastern foes; (ii) Harmais contravenes every one of his brother's commands, by mistreating the queen
and concubines, and by taking up the royal diadem on the advice of his friends, thereby declaring his revolt from Sethos. Three narrative features are prominent: the reversal of fortunes for Sethos, and the
cause and postponement of the most important fact until the end of the passage. In the first case a
peripeteia or sudden reversal of sorts is clearly aimed at in the text because of the vagueness of the detail: Sethos' earlier conquests are identified, and it is only after his campaign against these named eastern regions that Harmais revolts.24 Postponement is equally important. The sentence that informs us of
..
Harmais' treachery leaves until the end the most essential piece of information: ÜArmai ! ı
kataleifye‹! §n AﬁgÊptƒ pãnta têmpalin oÂ! <ı> édelfÚ! parπnei mØ poie›n, éde«! ¶pratten.
Moreover, the list of crimes postpones to the end the item that had been the first in the original set of
negative instructions: Harmais took up the diadem and thereby formally revolted.
Countless examples from Greek historiography could be cited for these thematic details. But most
important are those that reproduce the narrative structures mentioned above. The occurrence of a reversal following a monarch's estimation of his own power is a hallmark of Herodotean story-telling; indeed
some would place it in the larger matrix of ideas surrounding the concept of the "rise and fall" of tyrants
and reciprocal action generally.25 No clearer example can be found than that of Croesus, king of Lydia:
metå d¢ %Òlvna oﬁxÒmenon ¶labe §k yeoË n°me!i! megãlh Kro›!on, …! eﬁkã!ai, ˜ti §nÒmi!e •vutÚn
e‰nai ényr≈pvn èpãntvn Ùlbi≈taton (Hdt. 1.34). The most famous case of royal peripeteia from
Herodotus may be Xerxes' intention to conquer Greece, and then the rest of the world (7.8g), followed
of course by his disastrous and self-destructive invasion.26 The phrase m°ga fronÆ!a! that describes
Sethos' planning after his initial success is noteworthy in this context. It is true that the phrase can have
a neutral or even positive force: "to have high thoughts, to be high-spirited" (LSJ s.v. fron°v; cf.
§pi!tãth! ka‹ érxiereÁ!. Also see, for example, P. Köln VII col B 13-16 mÆte t«n êllvn t«n - - - tetagm`[°nvn §p‹ - - t«n te [ba!]lik«n ka‹ politik«n k`[a‹ ﬂereutik«n] in a royal edict of Oct. 9, 186 BC. Preisigke, Wörterbuch III p.168f. and
Fachwörter p.170 sv. tã!!v.
22 English translations from Wallis Budge. Cf. Waddell (1940) 104 n.1. Spiegelberg (1922) translates the Hieroglyphic
as the "Kuratoren in den Tempeln und den Tempelvorstehern," and the Demotic as the "Kurator, der zu jedem gehört, und
der Lesonispriester."
23 oﬂ §p‹ t∞! diokÆ!ev! tetagm°noi occur passim in the P.Rev.Laws (above, n. 21) see index s.v. dio¤kh!i!.
24 The list (Jos. CAp I.99) is important: Cyprus, Phoenicia, and then the Assyrians and Medes. There are anachronisms
here (the Assyrians and the Medes), as well as phrasings that seem derived from Egyptian terms for areas traditionally hostile
to Egypt (e.g. Phoenicia, "Land of Khor", a translation that is also found in Ptolemaic bilingual texts). See Redford (1986)
241 and n.45, 258.
25 Cf. Immerwahr (1966) esp.76-8; Gould (1989) Ch.4.
26 Cf. Immerwahr (1966) 177, on Xerxes' megalophrosyne.
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Fraenkel [1950] II 105-6).27 But given that the revolt of his brother is reported immediately after his
formation of a new and bolder plan, one that is made because of Sethos' earlier victories, the narrative
strongly implies that the Harmais' coup acts as a counter-weight to Sethos' success. He is hit by his
brother's sedition at the height of his success and power. While Sethos handles the revolt of his brother
with relative ease, and the event represents only a temporary setback for him, this should not obscure
the fact that his brother's coup was a serious challenge to his rule, one that necessitated the abandonment
of his grand plans (note too the phrase yar!ale≈teron §peporeÊeto), and forced his return to Egypt.
As such, m°ga fronÆ!a! leads to a peripeteia, even if only in an abbreviated sense, one that checked
Sethos' ambitions. Indeed, to borrow from Herodotus again, it is precisely the phrase m°ga frone›n that
Xerxes' uncle Artabanus uses to try to dissuade his nephew from launching his invasion of Greece: oÈ
går §ò fron°ein m°ga ı yeÚ! êllon µ •vutÒn (Hdt. 7.10e). The god allows no other but himself to
conceive grand designs; divine, or even cosmic phthonos will "correct" any human sense of exaggerated
self-importance.
It has been noted for some time that postponement, both of words at the sentence level, and key details at the level of larger units of narrative, is a central tool of Herodotean story-telling: both ancient
and modern readers of Herodotus have noted that his "strung-together" style (l°ji! eﬁrom°nh) relies
heavily on key concepts being placed in last position.28 As Aristotle knew well, the peripeteia involves
matters happening contrary to expectation (Arist. Poetics 1452a). Postponement of important facts is
obviously crucial in such a plot-scheme. A good example comes from Herodotus 3.74ff., where we are
told about the death of Prexaspes, advisor to the Magi who have usurped the throne of Persia. Herodotus
is very careful to demonstrate the confidence that the Magi place in him, and reports Prexaspes' acceptance of their offers of friendship in return for his help in consolidating their rule. But when the crucial
point arrives, and Prexaspes has been positioned on top of a tower in order to identify one of the Magi
as the lawful ruler, he reverses his earlier promises, reveals the true identity of the current rulers, and
then kills himself. Herodotus has not at all prepared us for this narrative development, and its suddenness is underscored by Prexaspes' unanticipated suicide. The passage turns on the important phrase, ı d¢
t«n m¢n dØ §ke›noi pro!ed°onto aÈtoË. toÊtvn m¢n •k∆n §pelÆyeto… (Hdt. 3.75.1). The structure of
the sentence, with the adverb/verb pair (•k≈n §pelÆyeto) postponed to the end of the phrase for emphasis, parallels precisely that describing Harmais' actions (éde«! ¶pratten).29
Another detail that merits attention is the explanation given for Harmais finally taking up the diadem in contravention of his brother's wishes. We are told that he did on the advice of his friends. While
by no means solely a Hellenic motivation, this detail does resonate with similar Greek stories of royal or
princely intrigue. Indeed Xenophon's account of a coup by the subsatrap Meidias against his liege, Mania of Dardanus, contains the point that he was spurred to action by others (énaptervye‹! ÍpÒ tinvn,
Hellenica 3.1.14), a detail similar to Harmais being persuaded by his friends (peiyÒmeno! d¢ ÍpÚ t«n
f¤lvn). Both of these passages are used to undermine the character of the usurper, showing that he
lacks the resolve on his own to carry out the coup. In a sense both passages demonstrate that the two are
unworthy leaders by revealing their "unkingly" actions: each goes forward with his plan only after his
circle of friends has urged him on. This is the opposite situation from the case of the Egyptian
27 It should be pointed out in connection with the positive meaning of m°ga frone›n that from the point of view of

Egyptian kingship ideology as manifested in the Königsnovelle (see below), the king is by definition the maker of great and
"beautiful" plans: Hermann (1938) 15-19. The Greek and the Egyptian traditions pull in different directions (see the following remarks).
28 See e.g. Aristotle Rh. 1409a on Hdt's first sentence (though the ref. to Hdt. may be a later interpolation: see Kassel's
critical note [1976] ad loc.); more securely, Demetrius de Eloc. 17: cf. Dillery (1992). For modern treatments of Herodotus'
style and l°ji! eﬁrom°nh see Immerwahr (1966) 46-51 and the bibliography cited there. The postponement of the main verb
to the end of the Herodotean sentence is unusual and therefore emphatic: Dunn (1988) 78. For postponement or "suppression" of narrative detail in Herodotus, see esp. Fraenkel (1950) III 805.
29 It is further interesting to note that, as Gutschmid has observed (1893) 456, the first use of the adverb éde«! occurs in
Herodotus (9.109), a story that also concerns a royal court and treachery.
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Königsnovelle (see below): there, while the king meets with his council before taking action, one senses
that the leader is solely responsible for the action to be taken.
It is fair to ask why the Sethos and Harmais episode, while clearly built from Egyptian materials,
perhaps even from historical reliefs (Redford [1986] 258), seems so Greek in outlook, both at the level
of sentence structure, and even rhetorical strategy. We do not have far to look for an answer. By the
time Manetho was writing his Aegyptiaca a considerable body of lore about Sesostris/Sesoosis (Senwesret I) was already in existence, written by Greek authors. Herodotus knew his deeds well, and even discusses the nature of his eastern campaign in a fashion similar to Manetho's Sethos: some peoples resist,
others capitulate (Hdt. 2.102). The same monarch is also a central figure in Hecataeus of Abdera's account.30 The Hellenic aspect of Manetho's treatment of Sethos may result from the fact that he had
Greek authors to follow for the presentation of the similar deeds of another "world conqueror" figure.
While it may be objected in Herodotus' case that Manetho sought in general to correct him, that should
not stop us from seeing in the older historian a model for Manetho: polemic towards Herodotus often
accompanies a significant debt to him (Murray [1972] 205, 209-10).
III. Manetho's Narratives and their Egyptian Context
It has become clear from the discussion of Manetho's narratives in the context of Greek historiography
that real difficulties emerge when we try to see his indebtedness to Greek writers: the Greekness of his
text seems distinctly superficial.31 The proem, lost but clearly echoed in Josephus, is a powerful statement of alignment with Greek historiographic principles, but in detail it reveals features that are problematic when read against other introductions by Greek historians. The Sethos and Harmais story does
indeed have a strong Greek aspect to it in both structure and theme, but here Manetho may have been
relying on previous Greek accounts, at least in how he chose to present his material. Finally, it should be
noted that we have not dealt at all with the longest of Manetho's narratives from Josephus, the third one
treating the Lepers and the return of the Shepherds to Egypt. In what follows Manetho's narratives will
be examined in their Egyptian setting, and along the way some of the problems encountered in the
Greek reading of them will be resolved when viewed through Egyptian lenses.
It is important to remember at the outset that the Leper narrative is thought by Josephus to be an
ép¤yano! lÒgo! ("an unreliable tale"), as opposed to the other long quotation of Manetho devoted to the
first invasion of the Shepherds and the Sethos and Harmais story; these passages were built from
chronicles (énagrafa¤). This characterization of the Leper story reflects the fact that it undoubtedly derives from a different set of Egyptian materials: narratives such as royal biography, historical romance,
prophecies, and other related texts (cf. Reymond [1983]). Many of these texts share the same narrative
form: the Königsnovelle.32 While not a genre in and of itself, the Königsnovelle constitutes an important
narrative type, one that orients an historical event around an earlier king of Egypt and thus represents a
classical form of Egyptian historiography (cf. Hermann [1938] 34): typically a message of some kind,
often a dream or a prophecy is communicated to pharaoh, who then discusses the matter with a council;
he then forms a plan and acts upon it, with the speed of the plan's realization being especially emphasized. The overall effect of this type of narrative is to make pharaoh the focal point of the account: he is
the initiator of action, and his decisions and their outcome become the matters of historical consequence. Often the planning and/or execution go awry, and troubles befall Egypt. This creates a subgroup, the "prophetic Königsnovelle" in L. Koenen's terminology (Koenen [1985] 188-94). One of the
most important features of this narrative technique is the presence of a text within the text. A first king
of times immemorial receives the prophecy. His decisions and actions regularly lead to the writing of
30 FGrHist 264 F 25, Diodorus 1.53-58: in general consult Lloyd (1982a).
31 Cf. Fowden (1993) 54: "…[Manetho's] linguistic medium…was innovative, far more so than his message…His was

clearly the mentality of the translator rather than the interpreter or commentator."
32 Hermann [1938]; cf. Koenen [1985] 172-73 and n. 6.
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the prophecies in a book and form a frame around the prophecies in the center of narrative. At the end of
this centerpiece appears the second, much later King who will bring an end to the trouble and restores
Egypt. The two elements, frame and centerpiece, are not infrequently merged, with the result that elements from the frame are alluded to in the prophetic portion, and the frame often refers to the divine
communication. In this type of prophetic Königsnovelle, two pharaohs are obviously central; the one in
the historical frame, the other in the prophecy. The first legitimizes the latter. The prophecy reflects the
historical deeds of the prophesied king and the woeful times from which he saves Egypt. Or, in later
times, the prophecy focuses on the bad times experienced by the reader or the audience, while the hope
of salvation looks to the future. But both kings of the story are generalized figures that reflect the ideologies of Egyptian kingship, not really specific kings, though they may bear historical names (cf. Hermann [1938] 11).33
In several important respects the Leper fragment conforms to the Königsnovelle model. At first
glance, the narrative seems to focus solely on the character of Amenophis the King: he desires to see the
divine; he acts on the prophecy delivered to Amenophis the Seer; he purifies Egypt; he prepares the defense of Egypt; he flees. There are also divine communications from the seer Amenophis: the initial one
recommending the removal of the polluted persons, and the second predicting the 13 year rule of the
foreigners. Furthermore, the restoration of Egypt and the return of the king implicitly suggest the fulfillment of the prophecy. There is also the meeting of a council after which the king decides to protect
the temples and sacred animals of Egypt.
What is missing, or rather seems to be missing, is a significant prophetic text. To be sure, as was
mentioned above, frame and divine communication do not have to be kept completely separate: for example, in the Oracle of the Potter, the destruction of the pots from the frame also figures in the prophecy
(the emptying of the kiln symbolizes the depopulation of the foreigners' city: P2 Rainer 33, P3 Oxy. 56
Koenen [1968]). 34 This similarity is but one of many between the Leper prophecy and the Oracle of the
Potter. The woeful times are characterized in much the same way. To mention just two examples, in the
Potter-Oracle the images of the gods return at the end of Egypt's tribulations, in the Leper fragment we
may assume that the divine animals return with the king. The Leper fragment says that, during the rule
of the Shepherds/Jews the temples are desecrated and serve as kitchens for roasting sacred animals
(CAp. 249), while in an anti-Jewish prophecy within the tradition of the Potter-Oracle, the temples become horse stables.35 But the most obvious correspondences are the names of the pharaohs involved
(both Amenophis), the unanticipated death of the prophet, and the subsequent detailing of how the
prophecy was preserved in writing. The Potter dies suddenly while speaking (compare the suicide of
Amenophis the Seer); the king orders him to be buried in Heliopolis (P2 Rainer 51-52); the vision of the
Potter is to be written down in a sacred book (P1 Graf 33-34) and stored in sacred treasuries. 36

33 I owe this summary of the Königsnovelle to Koenen (1985), and to his paper at the Chicago conference (see n. *).
34 The two versions of the Oracle of the Potter are dated to the end of the 2nd century, P2 Rainer to soon after 129 and

P 3 Oxy. to 116: Koenen (1984). Koenen communicated to me the idea of the merged frame and prophecy at the Chicago conference; cf. Koenen (1968) 182-84. Further, I learned at the same conference from Robert Ritner of the actual breaking of
pots in Egyptian magical practice: see Ritner (1993) 144-53.
Fraser (1972) I 681 discusses the similarities between the Alexander Romance, the Dream of Nectanebo, the Oracle of
the Potter and the Demotic Chronicle, as well as their dating (antecedents to the years of Ptolemaic rule). Reymond (1983)
50 reports two Demotic prophetic fragments of Ptolemaic date (P. Vindob. D 9906 and 6758) that may be related to the Potter Oracle; see also Potter (1994) 266 n.31. A fragment from a Demotic version of the Dream of Nectanebo has now been
published: Ryholt (1998). See also Burstein (1995/94) 45-46, and the bibliography cited there.
35 PSI 982 (CPJud. III 520; Koenen, Gnomon 40 [1968] 256); the reading and meaning is confirmed by an unpublished
Oxyrhynchus papyrus which L. Koenen has shown to me (P. Oxy. [26] 3B. 52B. [13]. [a], 2nd cent.); this prophecy reflects
the 2nd cent. settlement of Onias, a Jewish high priest, in the area of Heliopolis; see Bohak (1995). Heliopolis also plays an
important roll in the Potter Oracle and, of course, in the Leper fragment, where Moses is said to be from Heliopolis.
36 P2 Rainer 52: compare Amenophis the Seer leaving behind his prophecy in writing.
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When we turn to the Leper fragment, we see a deviation from the typical narrative pattern. There is
usually a significant prophetic text in this type of Königsnovelle. This is certainly the case with the Potter Oracle (P3 Oxy.). There is no corresponding prophecy in the Leper fragment of Manetho, only very
brief allusions to its contents at different points. Furthermore, in the Königsnovelle the prophecy is usually given to a king of the remote past, making the events that constitute its fulfillment appear to be divinely sanctioned. The same king receives the prophecy, flees Egypt during its tribulations, and finally
returns victoriously to restore order. It is important to see that Manetho has reconfigured the prophetic
element, and to suggest a reason why he has evidently altered his narrative from the standard form.
Amenophis desired to see the divine, as his predecessor Or had done. Amenophis the Seer, who is
described as possessing wisdom and foreknowledge, states that the pharaoh can achieve his wish if he
cleanses Egypt. There is, strictly speaking, no mention of a divine communication here, though it is
strongly implied by reference to the seer's knowledge of the future. When the seer Amenophis fears the
wrath of the gods at the treatment of the leprous priests, he does have a prediction, later referred to as a
prodÆlv!i!, in which he states that the polluted of Egypt will have allies who will rule Egypt for 13
years. But note, that is all that is referred to in connection with the prophecy itself. The remainder of the
fragment tells of the establishment of the Lepers' community at Avaris and Osarseph/Moses' lawgiving,
and then the actual invasion and rule of the Shepherds. All of these events are reported in historical narrative. The coming troubles for Egypt have been transformed into real events in a sequence of past time.
The prophecy, in other words, has been historicized,37 and only a truncated remnant of its authentic
form is left in the text: the brief mention of the prodÆlv!i!.
Here again we may find an explanation by looking at the one Greek historian we know for certain
that Manetho read: Herodotus. One of the narrative puzzles in the Leper story concerns the king's response to the news of the invasion of the Shepherds. Recalling the prodÆlv!i! of Amenophis the seer
he first takes measures both to protect the sacred elements of Egyptian cult (animals, shrines) and formulates a plan of active defense (300,000 soldiers). Then he elects not to "fight the gods" (yeomaxe›n),
but chooses instead to flee to Ethiopia and wait out the 13 years. Amenophis' initial resolve to defend
Egypt and his flight which follows seem contradictory.
Herodotus recounts the reigns of three rulers of Egypt, Anysis, the Ethiopian Sabacos, and Sethos,
in one narrative section from Book 2 of his Histories (Hdt. 2.137-41). The first king flees Egypt, this
time to the marshes (the Delta?), in order to avoid an invader from Ethiopia. There he remains for 50
years. The invader Sabacos, who dreams that a man advised him to assemble all the priests of Egypt and
cut them in half, elects not to do this but to leave Egypt after the allotted time had passed (§jelhluy°nai tÚn xrÒnon ıkÒ!on kexr∞!yai). Sethos, the son of Anysis, goes out to meet the new invader, Sennacherib and the Assyrians, but without a professional army, which he has offended, and which therefore refuses to serve. In a dream he is told he should march out anyway. This Sethos does, but before his
scratch-army engages the enemy, mice sent by the divine disable the enemy's weapons, forcing them to
retreat.
While no one episode precisely corresponds to Amenophis' actions against the Lepers, taken together certain unmistakable similarities do emerge with Herodotus 2.137-41: the army assembled but
not used; the flight and return of pharaoh (father and son); the foreign rule of Egypt for a set period of
time. As was already mentioned, a unique feature of Manetho's account is the detail that the king who
receives the initial prophecy is the same one who returns to restore order. In this the Leper text resembles the Alexander Romance, where Alexander is imagined as the n°o!/neãzvn Nektaneb≈ returning to
Egypt (I.3.5, 34.5 Kroll): in a sense, the same pharaoh returns who also first receives the prophecy. No
doubt authentic Egyptian materials lay behind Herodotus' account, despite the glaring inaccuracies (cf.
Lloyd [1988] 90-105); it was probably a story similar to Manetho's, used to explain the foreign domination of Egypt both in a remote time (the Hyksos, the Assyrians), and in the time of its composition (the
37 Cf. Mendels (1990) 105 on Manetho's parallel "historicizing" of the King List tradition.
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Persian period).38 Assuming this is the case, perhaps Herodotus' adaptation of the ex eventu prophecy,
his historicizing of it, pointed the way for Manetho. Thus a remarkable situation obtains: a Greek historian makes his influence perhaps most strongly felt on an Egyptian through modeling how Egyptian
materials could be merged to generate narrative history.
If we assume that Manetho has altered the original form of the Leper text, it may prove useful to
assume he did the same for the first part of the first Shepherd narrative. There, it will be remembered, a
considerable problem from a Greek perspective was Manetho's admission that the easterners invaded for
reasons he did not know. This inability to explain would, I think, have been equally unsatisfactory from
an Egyptian point of view. Perhaps what happened in this narrative was that Manetho simply left out the
frame and used the prophecy for his historical detail; the frame would no doubt have explained the
prophecy of the coming of the Shepherds as a response to some human action, probably an action performed by a king. Alternatively, it is possible that Josephus (or an intermediary figure between himself
and Manetho) edited the first Shepherd narrative according to his own interests and in this way removed
the frame.39
Further, if we look at all the Manetho narratives preserved by Josephus, a point emerges of some
importance, one that simultaneously locates Manetho firmly in the world of the Egyptian priest under
foreign dominance, and at the same time explains what may have been innovative from an Egyptian
perspective. In both the Sethos/Harmais episode and the Leper story priests are central characters. Indeed, if we pay close attention to the narrative detailing the expulsion of the Lepers and the return to
Egypt of the Shepherds, it is clearly told in two narrative segments. The first does indeed focus on the
actions of Amenophis the King. But in the second the most important character is really Amenophis the
Seer. A schematic review of the narrative helps to underscore this point, while also illustrating the
derivation of this narrative from the Egyptian Königsnovelle.40
Narrative I: The Story of Amenophis the King
Manetho's Narrative

1.
2.
3.

4.

Egyptian Königsnovelle

Introductory Story (possibly in assembly of
Council):
Amenophis the king desires to see the gods.
1. Amenophis the king desires to see the gods.
He communicates this desire to Amenophis the 2. He communicates this desire to Amenophis
Seer who is praised.
the Seer who is praised.
Amenophis the Seer advises Amenophis the 3. Amenophis the Seer advises Amenophis the
king to purge the country of lepers and
king to purge the country of lepers and
other unclean persons.
other unclean persons.
Main Story:
The king completes this deed.
4. The king completes this deed.

38 In general consult Assmann (1997).
39 Compare the apparent editing of the Dream of Nectanebo: there it seems the scribe Apollonius stopped copying his
text when he discovered that it was moving away from what he was interested in: the dream and directly connected events
that are featured in the frame. Apollonius was himself a katochos or temple dweller who was passionately interested in
dreams: Koenen (1985) 193-4, and cf. Thompson (1988) 262-3. The Dream purports to tell of the king's incubation on the
night of July 5 to 6, 343. The copy we possess probably dates to the 2nd century.
40 Cf. Gruen (1998) 63-64, who on the basis of what he sees are positive characterizations of the Lepers/Shepherds argues for an original Jewish text. While I hesitate to agree, Gruen clearly also detects a comparable narrative reorientation.
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Narrative II: The Story of Amenophis the Seer
Manetho's Narrative

Egyptian Königsnovelle

Introductory Frame:
1. Amenophis the Seer fears the punishment of 1. Amenophis the Seer fears the punishment of
the gods as a consequence of I (above).
the gods as a consequence of I (above).
2. He makes a prophecy: allies will assist the pol- 2a. He makes a prophecy.
luted and will drive out pharaoh, who will
live abroad for 13 years.
The main story. The prophecy:
2b+5+4. Allies will assist the polluted and will
drive out pharaoh. (4) The king will despair, and live abroad for 13 years. (5) The
people will be treated impiously, cities and
temples will be destroyed, the images of
the gods mutilated, and the sanctuaries will
be used as kitchens to roast the sacred animals. Finally, after 13 years, the king will
return and is victorious in a final battle
(and initiate the restoration of divine and
royal order).
Final Part of the Frame:
3. The seer writes up his prophecy and then com- 3. The seer writes up his prophecy and then commits suicide. The story implies that the promits suicide. The story implies that the prophecy is delivered to the king.
phecy is delivered to the king.
4. The king despairs.
5. The historical narrative resumes, detailing the
king's original intention to fight the invaders, then his flight from Egypt with the
sacred animals. The people are treated impiously, cities and temples destroyed, the
images of the gods mutilated, and the sanctuaries used as kitchens to roast the sacred
animals. Finally, after 13 years, the king returns and is victorious in a final battle.
The historicization of the prophecy takes place in the second panel, the one that centers on Amenophis
the Seer. This privileging of the prophet/priest is common in the prophetic "Königsnovelle". The Oracle
of the Lamb is a good example. Although the text is fragmentary, it seems that here the role of the king
Bocchoris is limited to the closing frame, where we are told that it was on pharaoh's orders that the book
of the priest Psinyris was preserved, and that the body of the prophetic lamb was buried in a golden coffin and made the object of cult (Col. III.7ff. [Zauzich 1983]). However, it is the priest Psinyris who creates the book in the first place: the Lamb forecasts doom for his children, and bids him to write down
the prophecy of Egypt's future sorrows. The key element of royal initiative is completely absent.41 It
41 The colophon of the Oracle of the Lamb dates the work to August 4, 4 BC, though it was probably composed be-

tween the two Persian occupations, hence some time between 404 and 343. I owe this dating, and the observations on the
Lamb's non-royal orientation, to L. Koenen in a paper entitled "Narrative Strategies in the Hellenized Königsnovelle" that he
kindly let me read in advance of publication.
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bears remembering in this context that the Oracle of the Lamb was itself cited in a version of the Potter
Oracle.42 Even more important for our purposes, it was also certainly known to and probably quoted by
Manetho himself.43
Recent studies of the autobiographies of Egyptian priests who served under foreign kings have
pointed to the growing importance of the priest himself at the expense of the figure of the monarch, although antecedents can be found in earlier texts like the Prophecies of Neferti (Lichtheim [1973] 13945). Whereas earlier the priest would have stressed how the events of his life were but extensions of the
life of pharaoh, these later texts often omit any mention of the ruling monarch.44 This change in orientation is paralleled in other priestly spheres. At roughly the time Manetho was writing, the priests at Philae were subtly changing ancient Egyptian texts to new purposes; one of the aims was to emphasize the
temple in its relation to the divine without the king as an intermediary. The monarchs are mentioned,
even prominently, but the focus is on the enduring bond between the god (in this case, Isis) and her
temple (Zabkar [1980]). Further, while the deification of a Ptolemaic queen, Arsinoe, is prominent, she
is crucially not mentioned in the actual hymns to the god: they are only for Isis (Zabkar [1988] 12-15;
cf. Vanderlip [1972]). Relatedly, while a text such as the Canopus Decree speaks of instituting a king as
cotemplar of the gods in all the temples of Egypt, the priests in their synod were really conferring provisional legitimacy in an ongoing negotiation of power with the royal house, continuing a policy they
had observed since the time of the Persian occupation.45 Finally, a recent survey of Demotic narratives
suggests that while these texts often center on the king and his court, they also concern priests; and what
is more, that the indigenous priesthood of Egypt, being the only part of the population that was literate
in Demotic, constituted the only readership for these stories.46
Another noteworthy feature of Manetho's narratives that is connected to the issue of priests and
prophecy is their apocalyptic orientation, especially in the Leper fragment. Two of the three narratives
from Josephus deal with the conquest and humiliation of Egypt; in both the initial defeat of Egypt happens without a battle being contested; further, in the last one, the foreign rule is for a specified period of
time. These features suggest a sense of divine ordination: resistance is futile, but domination is temporally circumscribed. Allied to these features is Manetho's repeated reference to "ancient religious
knowledge" or "texts" that predict the foundation, or rather refoundation of Avaris, the Typhonic city.47
But most convincing of Manetho's apocalyptic view is the desire of Amenophis the King "to be a beholder," or better "a voyeur of the divine": the text suggests that the wish is somehow inappropriate, desiring to see the divine when one ought not to. It has recently been advanced that this sentiment is peculiar
when viewed from an earlier Egyptian standpoint. A pharaoh of the 18th Dynasty would have seen the
divine everyday: the sun and moon were gods, and the priests in all the temples of Egypt would ritually
open their inner sancta and "see the god" for him. No, this Amenophis lives in a time when the gods
42 P2 Rainer 20, P3 Oxy. 31ff.: Koenen (1984) 10; cf. Potter (1994) 195-96.
43 FGrHist 609 F 2 (Syncellus): BÒxxvri! %a¤th! ¶th !, §f' o érn¤on §fy°jato, ¶th Œq. Koenen (1984) 10-11 n.9

observes that this number originally read 900 years, not 990.
44 Griffiths (1988) esp. 100-101; cf. Hermann (1938) 22-24. See also Lichtheim (1980) 5 on the autobiographical inscriptions of priests; see also her prefatory remarks on the stela of Somtutefnakht (41) and the dossier of inscriptions from
the tomb of Petosiris (44): no kings are mentioned in any of these texts.
45 Cf. Quaegebeur (1989) and Koenen (1993b) 54; Thompson (1994) encourages a view that focuses not on "Greek imposition" and "Egyptian collaboration", but on "mutual interest". Note e.g. OGIS 56.19ff: the beginning of the section dealing
with the divine honors conferred comes after the section detailing all of the royal benefactions, many having to do with the
maintenance of Egyptian cult by the Ptolemaic rulers: does this suggest quid pro quo? See also Nock (1930/1972) 213-14,
esp. for the concept of the human cotemplar of the god (!Ênnao! yeÒ!), and the dating of synods to the Persian period.
46 Tait (1994) 207. Note that Tait in his Chicago conference paper stressed that performance of these texts was also
possible, and hence the "audience" of these texts could have been significantly larger than their readership stricto sensu.
47 The description "Typhonic" recalls the Potter Oracle where the zvnofÒroi are characterized as Tufvniko¤ or Tuf≈nioi (P2 [Rainer] 14f., 27f; P3 [Oxy.] 25f., 49). Alexandria is the city of the zvnofÒroi (P2 32; P3 55), hence of the Typhonians; and the times are those of the Typhonians (P2 3; P3 15).
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have fled Egypt; hence, when he desires to see them, it is the precedent of Or he cites, which is to say,
the god Horus as mythical pharaoh and overseer of the cosmic order (Ma'at).48 A restoration of this order and a return of the gods are what are really being aimed at by Amenophis, and in this quest he fails
because Egypt is in some sense destined to experience years of suffering before it can again know prosperity and stability (Podemann Sørensen [1992] 168-70).
Intriguing in this connection is Josephus' own reaction to Amenophis' wish; indeed, it is the very
first item he attacks in his critique of the narrative (CAp. I.254-5), though this is probably due to the fact
that it is the first detail of the story. Josephus does not really understand Amenophis' wish, and his difficulty with it is revealing. He does not see that the story is driven by a sense of historical necessity that is
simply more important than other features of Egyptian life and culture that may render the wish improbable, i.e. animals representing the divine, and thus the gods being available for Amenophis to see, this
being one of Josephus' criticisms. Josephus is simply unaware that the absence of the gods is required of
texts like the Leper fragment.
The importance of priests in Manetho and this strong apocalyptic component come together if we
recall Jonathan Z. Smith's definition of apocalypticism as "wisdom lacking a royal patron" (Smith
[1978] 81). To be sure this is overly schematic, and furthermore the texts in question are not strictly
apocalyptic but rather deal with cyclic renewal (cf. Koenen [1970]). Nonetheless, Smith does recognize
that an important element in apocalyptic texts is the primacy of the native priest together with the absence of the native king. It is useful to recall in this connection that the pharaoh was the source of all religious authority in Egypt (in fact he was the one true priest), and without him there could be no legitimate priests.49 Hence, the shift from an almost exclusive focus on the monarch in earlier biographies
and religious texts towards a privileging of the priests is a highly significant narrative development, and
one that no doubt had several causes. One fairly obvious one is of direct relevance here. Whereas the
tendency in priestly autobiographies had already started to move away from the monarch in the Late
Period, it is surely no accident that this process was accelerated during periods of the foreign domination of Egypt. The scribe-priest takes over at least some of the attention that heretofore had belonged to
the native king when that figure no longer was available. Correspondingly, the Egyptian wisdom texts
became increasingly apocalyptic when a native king was no longer available to secure the cosmic order.
This does not necessarily mean that the priests saw themselves as oppositional figures in relation to their
Persian, and then their Macedonian overlords. Rather, they became the crucial intermediaries who
helped the new dynasts secure the backing of the indigenous clergy and therefore also access to whatever influence they continued to exercise throughout Egypt.50 An example of precisely such a person,
though from a later period, is Hor: this priest who was from the same place as Manetho (Sebennytos)
communicated a vision he had (albeit in a dream) to the "pharaohs" Ptolemy IV Philometor and his
48 I might further add that Manetho's phrasing of this crucial sentence, "this [king] desired to be a voyeur of the gods"
(toËton §piyum∞!ai ye«n gen°!yai yeatÆn), is oddly structured around the noun "voyeur", when more standard Greek
would have expressed the idea with a verb, i.e. "this king desired to observe the gods," as in fact we see in Amenophis the
seer's response to the king's communication (CAp I.233), and in Josephus' own critique later (I.254). It might of course be the
case that the wording is due to Josephus, whose own Greek was not of the highest order (cf. his need for assistance in managing the Greek language, CAp. I.50: note, however, that some believe the CAp to be so artfully composed as to be largely
not the work of Josephus, e.g. Schwartz [1990] 23). Significantly, however, Greek can render active verbal concepts with a
form of the verb "to become", together with an agent noun, rather than a simple verb of action: Schwyzer II pp.384-5, Smyth
no.1710. It is an expression that draws notice: see, e.g., Alcman 1.89 (PMG), Aeschylus Ch. 246, Sophocles Aj. 1092,
Thucydides 3.2. I owe the second example to I. Rutherford. Parallel in sense with Manetho's passage is a very late text, Nonnus Dionysiaca 5.305, describing Actaeon looking at Artemis bathing: yhhtØr d' ékÒrhto! éyhÆtoio yea¤nh!. Of course,
the concept of seeing the gods when one is not supposed to is common in Greek myth and literature: cf., e.g., Callimachus
Hymn 5.78, of Teiresias: e‰de tå mØ yemitã. But note here the more typical reliance on the verb to carry the weight of the
idea.
49 Winter (1978) 147-48; Koenen (1993b) 39 and n. 35.
50 The literature on this issue is vast: the best recent treatment is Thompson (1994). See also Peremans (1987), Thompson (1990), and Huss (1994).
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brother, just as Amenophis the Seer did in the Leper fragment (Ray [1976] 18, Text 2). What is more, he
was at the same time an ardent advocate of his temple (the Ibis-cult).51
IV. Conclusion: Egyptian Narrative History
The most important, and at the same time most difficult question relating to Manetho's writing can be
simply put: what led him to write a narrative history of Egypt, something that was not part of the Egyptian tradition? The answer, or rather answers to this question take up the threads of all that has been argued above, and so form a fitting conclusion.
To take up the Greek side first, it seems highly probable that the work of Greek historical writers
who had by Manetho's time combined indigenous chronologies with indigenous narrative traditions
were decisive in helping him shape his own Aegyptiaca. We know he read Herodotus, and read him
closely (at least on Egypt). Further, it is widely believed that Hecataeus of Abdera was also influential;52 indeed, he may have even shown Manetho the way when it came to the placement of the Hyksos
within a historical narrative: Hecataeus, too, dealt with them (FGrHist 264 F 6).53 Inasmuch as testimonia link both Hecataeus and Manetho to the court of Ptolemy Soter, it is perhaps fair to assume some
contact between them. 54 At the same time, however, I think that an argument based entirely on Egyptian
texts can be made that also provides a reason why this particular priest elected to do what no other like
him had done before.
In the Demotic tale of Ptolemaic date often called Setne I the hero of the inset narrative, Naneferkaptah, is described at one point as walking in the desert of Memphis "reading the writings that were in
the tombs of the pharaohs and on the stelae of the scribes of the House of Life and the writings that were
on [the other monuments, for his zeal] concerning writing was very great" (Lichtheim [1980] 128). At
this point an old priest accosts him and laughs at him. When Naneferkaptah demands to know why the
priest is laughing at him, the old man replies "I am not laughing at you. I am laughing because you are
reading writings that have no [importance for anyone]. If you desire to read writings, come to me and I
will take you to the place where that book is that Thoth wrote…". It is easy to imagine Manetho in the
place of Naneferkaptah. Indeed, some scholars have even asserted that some of Manetho's information
came from his readings of stelae at Memphis, in much the same way Naneferkaptah is described as doing in Setne I (Redford [1986] 226). However, it is the older priest's evaluation of the old writings and
the Book of Thoth that is important here.
The passage reflects an attitude towards the records of Egypt's past that is ambivalent: the deeds of
the pharaohs, while well chronicled and no doubt even containing proofs of Egypt's once glorious past,
were nonetheless impotent when set beside the Book of Thoth. Hence, we can conclude in the first place
that there were Egyptian texts that were thought of as powerful, power that was magical and secret. In51 Ray (1976) 123. He notes that Hor is a good representative of the Egyptian priests who send "appeals to the

monarch," and cites Bernand (1969) 188-91 for examples in the Greek language.
52 See e.g. Murray (1970) 168 and Dillery (1998) 256-57. One should note that while Hecataeus has gods, demigods,

and then humans rule Egypt in a scheme that is sometimes misleadingly called euhemerist, as well as Manetho, in the case of
the latter this tripartite division in all likelihood is derived from Egyptian King Lists that have the gods ruling in the earliest
periods. See also Hdt. 2.144.2. It is distinctly possible that Manetho was himself aware of this convergence. Cf. Helck (1956)
4-8 on the "Götterdynastien".
53 Compare Momigliano (1975) 92 on Hecataeus providing a pattern for Jews to follow in treating their own history.
54 FGrHist 264 T 4: Hecataeus is among those who accompany Ptolemy to Egypt. FGrHist 609 T 3: Manetho and the
Eleusinian Timotheus assist in the interpretation of Serapis, following a dream of Ptolemy. Although it was unusual for native persons to be members of the monarch's circle of "friends" (f¤loi), Manetho may well have been an exception (cf.
Habicht [1958] 5-6, Peremans [1962] 135, Walbank [1984] 69-70; see in general Mooren [1977]). It is tempting to add to
this circle Demetrius of Phalerum, who we know wrote history based on chronography (archon list: FGrHist 228 F 1-3
[Wehrli F 149-154]), as well perhaps as a history of Egypt (F 52), though Jacoby doubts this (Kommentar ad loc., the
Demetrius in question seems to be the so-called Chronographer; see however Wehrli F 202). Of course Demetrius too was
closely associated with the court of Soter (FGrHist 228 T 1; the spurious Letter of Aristeas connects him to Philadelphus, but
this is improbable).
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deed, the old priest goes on to describe the book: it contains two extremely powerful spells, one that enables the reader to charm the entire cosmos and learn the secrets of the language of birds and reptiles,
and another that will permit its user to see the fish of the deep and to behold Re, the sun god, and his
companions, the Ennead, as well as the Moon.55 In other words, the book of Thoth enables its reader to
control his world, learn timeless secrets, and see the divine, this last action being of course the very
thing that king Amenophis wanted to do in the Leper fragment of Manetho (cf. Podemann Sørensen
[1992] 170-71). But this same scene from Setne I also implies that the records of Egypt's past, the very
texts that presumably provided Manetho with the chronological frame for his Aegyptiaca, do not possess
the power that the Book of Thoth does. They are important and worthy texts, but they are also impotent.
This evaluation of Egypt's recorded past from Setne I helps us understand the orientation of Manetho's
history: the Aegyptiaca is precisely a text that has been made powerful, combining as it does the authoritative but powerless (lists) with texts that are potent (legendary material such as the Leper text). In the
process, it could be said that the Egyptian record of the past became historical, combining chronology
with narrative.
It would be a mistake, however, to assume that this scene from Setne I reflects two different social
strata from which the different texts emanate, the Hieroglyphic records on the one hand, and the Demotic narratives on the other. Only one percent of the population of Egypt was able to read or write in
any of the native scripts (Ritner [1993] 204). The statement of Diodorus (1.81.1-6), writing in the first
century, that Egyptian priests taught their sons sacred writing (that is, Hieroglyphic or Hieratic) as well
as Demotic, has been accepted as fundamentally correct;56 further, we know that the ability to read the
Hieroglyphic or Hieratic writing systems was still being taught at least into the second century AD as a
skill preliminary to membership in the priesthood.57 All this is to say that the same people who were literate in Hieroglyphic or Hieratic were also the ones literate in Demotic. Hence, the Demotic narratives,
even if orally composed and transmitted, and hence more widely known, at some point were written
down by the same native elite who were able, probably with difficulty, to read and write Hieroglyphic
or Hieratic. It was precisely the narratives which were written in Demotic that acted as vehicles for the
expression of Egyptian pride and nationalism: texts such as the so-called Demotic Chronicle and the Oracle of the Lamb.58
A glance at the end of the Canopus Decree helps to illuminate the consequences of the situation outlined above. In the Greek version the instructions for writing down the document are as follows:
ı d¢ §n •kã!tƒ t«n ﬂer«n kaye!thk∆! §pi!tãth! ka‹ érxiereÁ! ka‹ oﬂ toË ﬂeroË | grammate›! énagracãtv!an toËto tÚ cÆfi!ma eﬁ! !tÆlhn liy¤nhn µ xalk∞n ﬂero›! grãmma!in
ka‹ Aﬁgupt¤oi! ka‹ ÑEllhniko›! (Bernand [1970]; OGIS 56.74-75).
It is probably not without significance that the term used here for "Demotic" is "Egyptian": it seems
that the writing system that was thought to contrast with "Greek" was Demotic, not Hieroglyphic, at
least in relation to this text. In the famous Rosetta decree of Ptolemy V, in the equivalent portion of the
text dealing with the method of inscription, the term used for Demotic is "native" (§gxvr¤oi!).59 While
55 Lichtheim (1980) 128-9; cf. Fowden (1993) 59-60. Note, too, the beginning of the Alexander Romance I.1.1 (Kroll),

oﬂ !of≈tatoi AﬁgÊptioi, ye«n épÒgonoi, g∞! m°tra katalabÒmenoi, yalã!!h! kÊmata ≤merv!ãmenoi, potamÚn Ne›lon
diametrh!ãmenoi, oÈranoË é!troye!¤an diachfi!ãmenoi, paraded≈ka!i tª oﬁkoum°n˙ §pikrãteian ~élkØn~ lÒgou,
eÏre!in magik∞! dunãmev!. Following this description of Egyptian wisdom we are shown Nectanebo engaging in a form of
lekanomante¤a (1.3). Cf. Frankfurter (1998) 242.
56 Gardiner (1938) 159; Fowden (1993) 61. Cf. Tait (1997).
57 Fowden (1993) 61, on the basis of P.Tebt. 291.40-48.
58 Obviously this statement runs counter to Johnson's view (1984) 121 that "the Demotic Chronicle is not nationalistic,
anti-Greek or anti-Ptolemaic as such." While I agree with her view that the text is not "anti-Greek" (see discussion immediately below), its anti-Persian elements, which Johnson details at some length, must I think be construed as broadly nationalistic or expressive of Egyptian views. Cf. Mendels (1990).
59 OGIS 90.55, seen by Dittenberger, n. ad loc.; cf. Depauw (1997) 21.
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it is no doubt true that the written Egyptian Greeks most frequently encountered was probably Demotic,
if they took note of it at all, for most Greeks before the Ptolemaic period the quintessential Egyptian
writing system had been Hieroglyphic. So, for example, while Herodotus knew of both Demotic and
Hieroglyphic (he seems not to know Hieratic, 2.36.4), it was a Hieroglyphic inscription that drew his
special notice (Hdt. 2.106.4). Perhaps even more significant is a passage from Euhemerus. When he
imagines a text written in Egyptian on his utopia of Panchaea, it is written "in writing which the Egyptians call sacred" (tå par' Aﬁgupt¤oi! ﬂerå kaloÊmena, FGrHist 63 F 3, Diod. 5.46.7).
Just as we ought not to assume that the Demotic texts were the products of the oppressed underclasses of Egypt, separate from the world of its native elite who were collaborating with the Ptolemies,
so too we ought not also to assume that Demotic material is axiomatically "anti-Greek".60 And this
caveat ought to extend to Manetho as well. As already mentioned, he was closely associated with court
of Ptolemy Soter and was even instrumental in helping establish the Serapis cult along with the
Eleusinian Timotheus. It would be inherently unlikely to find such a figure taking up an openly hostile
position against the new Greco-Macedonian government. On the other hand, it is probably not fair to see
Manetho only as "collaborator" either (cf. Lloyd [1982b]).
The priestly autobiographies from the Persian and Alexander periods point the way for us, illustrating the complex world in which Manetho also operated: while not resistors of the "foreign king", indeed
in some cases actually assisting him, the priests also provided the new pharaoh with an important link to
the religious life of Egypt and lent him legitimacy, as long as he was properly respectful of native cult.
On the other hand, the relationship between the native priesthood and the new (foreign) king was a twoway street, for the king granted authority to the priesthood (cf. Koenen [1993b]). As Udjahorresne put it
in a testimonium dating to the period of Cambyses, this Persian king performed religious obligations to
his goddess Neith "because I had let his majesty know how every beneficence had been done in the
temple by every king" (Lichtheim [1980] 39). The implication is clear: the new king was to follow the
examples of the old, as provided by the priesthoods. Udjahorresne was acting as an advocate of his own
cult, winning the patronage of the new king in return for the legitimacy he was able to confer through
his priestly office. The description of a figure such as this as "collaborator" misses the mutual dependence of the relationship between foreign dynast and native priest. It was the eminent sociologist Arthur
Stinchcombe's observation that legitimacy is brought about when different power-holders grant it to one
another in chains of interdependent activity, rather than being granted by the people over whom that
power is exercised (Stinchcombe [1968] 150-51). The native, priestly elite of Egypt was precisely
looking for ways to maintain its own status, and secured it through granting legitimacy to the new rulers
of their land.
In keeping with this understanding of the Egyptian priest under the Ptolemies, we ought to look not
for evidence of opposition or collaboration, but for places where the priest saw the convergence of ideas
from the two cultures in which he had to live, the Egyptian and the Greek. A case in point: co-regency.
If we look carefully at the remains of Manetho's work, we find that he spent a good deal of attention on
the rulers of the famous 12th Dynasty who were important in the early years of the Middle Kingdom period. This should not surprise us since the literature associated with the 12th Dynasty (chiefly the testament of Amenemhet I, the autobiographical account of Sinuhe, and the Prophecies of Neferti) became
the classic statements of royal ideology that were then used in subsequent periods (e.g. Grimal [1992]
161). It is fitting for this reason alone that the Ptolemies too should look back to this period.
But of particular interest for the early Ptolemies would have been the fact that the first rulers of the
12th Dynasty, Amenemhet I and Sesostris, are the first clearly attested coregents from pharaonic times
(Murnane [1977] 1-2). It should be remembered that Ptolemy Philadelphus also ruled as coregent with

60 See esp. Johnson (1984); cf. eandem (1983) and Préaux (1978) I 395-6.
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his father Soter from 284-282. 61 The Ptolemaic coregency, the first of many (cf. e.g. Chauveau [1997]),
was a handy expedient: Soter needed a way to insure the succession of the younger Ptolemy, son of
Berenike, over his older half-brother Ptolemy, son of Eurydike, later known as Keraunos. Perhaps the
best known pharaonic coregency was used as a way to justify this procedure. Of course, this is all speculative. If, however, Manetho did discuss the issue of coregency prominently in his history, it may have
served two overlapping or convergent purposes. The 12th Dynasty was, in fact, the first to employ this
procedure, a fact that was duly noted in Manetho's account; but he may also have been motivated by a
wish to confer some degree of legitimacy upon the monarch by demonstrating that the precedent for the
selection of a coregent in the lifetime of the reigning pharaoh was unimpeachable by Egyptian standards.
An issue related to the coregency is the matter of Ptolemy Soter's choice of a praenomen in his
Egyptian titulature. The traditional titulature of a Pharaoh consists of five names, of which the last two
provide the individual name of the king. Usually each of them is included in a cartouche. The fourth
name, the Sedge and Bee name (Suten Bat) that signifies pharaoh as "King of South and North", contains pharaoh's "prenomen", while the fifth name, the Son-of-Re (Si-Re) name is his secular name. In his
king lists Manetho identifies the kings by their fifth name, but other king-lists like the Table of Abydos,
employ the fourth name (Suten Bat).62 As a matter of course, the fifth name of Ptolemy Soter was
reserved for his name Ptolemy, but his fourth name, the Suten Bat, offered the opportunity for a political
statement. It was Kheper-Ka-Re . The same Suten Bat name was used by Nectanebo, and, before him,
by Sesostris I (Senwesret).63 Thus, by the choice of his "prenomen", Ptolemy I was conveniently linked
both to the last native ruler of Egypt (Nectanebo) and to the most powerful pharaoh of Egyptian
memory and legend (Sesostris). Kurt Sethe recognized long ago that this was surely no accident.64 Who
was a more logical individual to have helped in the choice of this name than Manetho himself, a man
who clearly had access to Soter and was respected by him (as the story of the foundation of the cult of
Serapis tells us, FGrHist 609 T 3), and who was also at the same time an authority on Egypt's past, in
particular, the king lists themselves?65
It is often assumed that only the "winners" get to write history. But Manetho of Sebennytus proves
that this is not always the case. His history of Egypt, like that of Babylon by the priest-historian
Berossus, has a complex orientation: while not strictly an oppositional work, it is not a product of collaboration either. It was a narrative history of Egypt constructed out of a traditional method of preserving the past that had existed for millennia (the King List). It also contained narratives that offered another way to present the history of Egypt, one that concerned both the past and the future, and which
privileged the role of the native priest (prophetic texts, biographies, etc.); this element also made Egypt
in some sense powerful again in a world where its standing had in fact been greatly diminished. But

61 Murnane (1977) 95; cf. Koenen (1977) 43, eundem (1993b) 73: sole ruler from Dystros 25, 282. On the date of the
change from Philadelphus' count of his regnal years from years of his sole kingship to those of his coregency, see Hazzard
(1987).
62 Gardiner (1961) 50-51 and cf. eundem (1957) 73f. For the use of the Egyptian titulature for Ptolemaic kings in documents issued by Egyptian temples (the Decree of Raphia and the Rosetta Stone) see Thissen (1966) 27-42, Koenen (1983)
152-170 and eundem (1993b) 48-50 and 57-61. In general consult also Onasch (1976).
63 Wallis Budge (1908) I 53 (Sesostris), II 103 (Nectanebo), and 111 (Ptolemy Soter). Note that Soter also had, atypically, another Suten Bat name: Setep-en-Ra-meri-Amen.
64 Sethe (1900) 24; cf. Murray (1970) 163.
65 It is worth noting in this connection that Alexander is linked to precisely the same two figures in the Alexander Romance: I.3.4, 34.3-6 (Kroll) Alexander and Nectanebo; I.33.6-7 Alexander and Sesostris (Sesonchosis). For these pharaohs'
places on Manetho's King List, see FGrHist 609 F 2 (Syncellus) pp.30, 52. If this linking of Alexander to Sesostris and
Nectanebo dates to the time of Alexander himself, it could of course be argued that Ptolemy Soter was following the practice
of Alexander.
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though the Egyptian antecedents of the Aegyptiaca are clear, the incentive to write the work, indeed perhaps the model itself of the combined King List and narrative, evidently came from the Greek world. It
is surely no accident that a similar history of Egypt, was not produced in Aramaic, the official language
of the Persians, during the roughly two hundred years of Persian occupation.66 Within fifty years of the
Greco-Macedonian conquest, the ancient world was treated to the first of several histories of Egypt written by Egyptians in the Greek language.67
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